USB QUIZBOXES
3 TEAMS OF 5 WITHOUT LIGHTS
REQUIRES A PC

3 TEAMS OF 5 WITH LIGHTS
USE WITH OR WITHOUT A PC
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www.QuizEquipment.com
QUIZZER DETECT

RESET

USB QUIZBOX

The quizboxes determine who responded first out of 15 quizzers, lock everyone else out, and sound a tone. The
box with lights shows who was first, and can be used without a PC as a basic quizbox, which can be quite handy
for quick practices. A power supply is provided for this purpose. Since the quizbox without lights cannot show
who was first, it always requires a PC.
When connected to a PC, it adds the features shown in the screen shot above: Quizzer display, Team names,
Team scores, the Question number, and the Timer. The quizbox is powered by the PC in this mode. If your PC
has the capability to run a second monitor, the display can be projected to a large screen. Note: special
instructions are required for loading the program on Windows 8 or 10.
The quizboxes are made to work with seatpads, and use the standard round 8-pin plug. Unused seats can be
turned off via the PC or by the Quizzer Detect switch when not connected to a PC. The quizboxes can also be
adapted to work with handpads (slap switches) and pendant (handheld) switches.
Warranty: 2 years on the quizbox, except for abuse or user modification; 1 year on the seatpads.

Price List
Quizbox without lights, software, USB cable.
Quizbox with lights, software, USB cable, Power supply.
Seatpads - 3 teams of 5 ($70 per team)
Shipping and Handling

7/1/2017*
$120.00
$170.00
$210.00
Typically $20.00

* Note: If this pricelist is more than one year old, please get an updated list. MN residents add 6.875% sales tax.
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